This paper studies a recently proposed continuoustime distributed self-appraisal model with time-varying interactions among a network of n individuals which are characterized by a sequence of time-varying relative interaction matrices. The model describes the evolution of the social-confidence levels of the individuals via a reflected appraisal mechanism in real time. We show that when the relative interaction matrices are doubly stochastic, the n individuals' self-confidence levels will all converge to 1/n, which indicates a democratic state, exponentially fast under appropriate assumptions, and provide an explicit expression for the convergence rate. Numerical examples are provided to verify the theoretical results and to show that when the relative interaction matrices are stochastic (not doubly stochastic), the social-confidence levels of the individuals may not converge to a steady state.
I. INTRODUCTION
Opinion dynamics have a long history and have been studied extensively in social sciences [1] - [6] . On the basis of the classical DeGroot model [1] , various models have been proposed for opinion dynamics to understand how an individual's opinion evolves over time, including the Friedkin-Johnsen model [2] , [7] , the Hegselmann-Krause model [3] , [8] , [9] , the DeGroot-Friedkin model [4] , [10] , [11] , and the Altafini model [5] , [12] - [14] . However, there is scant literature concerning the self-confidence levels of the individuals in a social network.
Recently, a new model, called the DeGroot-Friedkin model, has been proposed in [4] . The model considers the situation when a group of individuals discusses a sequence of issues, and studies the evolution of the self-confidence levels of individuals (i.e., how confident an individual is for her opinions on the sequence of issues) via the reflected appraisal mechanism proposed in [15] . Lately, a modified DeGroot-Friedkin model has been proposed in [11] which provides a time-efficient, distributed implementation of the original DeGroot-Friedkin model. The model has been studied in [11] with a fixed doubly stochastic relative interaction matrix, and in [16] with time-varying doubly stochastic relative interaction matrices, while the analysis of the modified Both the DeGroot-Friedkin model and the modified DeGroot-Friedkin model are described in discrete times. Sometimes a continuous-time model would be a natural choice especially when the opinions of individuals evolve gradually over time; see for example [17] , [18] . Recently, a continuous-time distributed self-appraisal model has been proposed in [19] , which shows that when the relative interaction matrix is fixed and there is no "dominant neighbor" in the network, the social-confidence levels of the individuals will asymptotically converge to a steady state, depending on the relative interaction matrix, under an appropriate connectivity assumption. Local exponential stability of the steady state was shown by checking the Jacobian matrix. But study of the convergence rate was left for future research. Analysis of the continuous-time distributed self-appraisal model for the case of general stochastic relative interaction matrices (i.e., without the assumption of no "dominant neighbor") also remains open.
In a realistic social network, the interaction among the individuals may change over time. To take this into account, this paper aims to study the continuous-time distributed self-appraisal model with time-varying interactions which are described by a sequence of time-dependent relative interaction matrices, and specifically derive a convergence rate for the model. We focus our attention on the case when the relative interaction matrices are doubly stochastic, and show that the self-appraisals of the individuals all converge to 1 n exponentially fast, where n is the number of individuals in a network, and obtain an explicit expression for the convergence rate. Although doubly stochastic relative interaction matrices may seem to be artificial, this case has an important social meaning as it explains how a democratic state is formed in a social network [4] .
The main contribution of this paper is to provide an explicit expression for the convergence rate of the continuoustime distributed self-appraisal model [19] with time-varying doubly stochastic relative interaction matrices. We extend the result in [19] three-fold. First, our result implies that the model converges for all fixed doubly stochastic relative interaction matrices, whereas the result in [19] does not subsume this implication because not all doubly stochastic matrices satisfy the no "dominant neighbor" assumption. Second, we show that the convergence is exponentially fast for doubly stochastic relative interaction matrices, whereas only asymptotic convergence was proved in [19] . Lastly, we show that exponential convergence holds for time-varying doubly stochastic relative interaction matrices and obtain an explicit expression for the convergence rate, which was not considered in [19] .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Some notations are introduced in Section I-A. In Section II, the continuous-time self-appraisal model is introduced. The main results of the paper are presented in Section III, whose analysis is given in Section IV. Numerical examples are provided in Section V to verify the validity of the results. The paper ends with some concluding remarks in Section VI.
A. Notations
For a positive integer n, let V denote the set {1, . . . , n}. We use Δ n to denote the simplex {x ∈ IR n :
For each i ∈ V, we use e i to denote the vector in IR n whose ith element equals 1 and all the other elements equal 0. Let I denote the identity matrix and let 1 denote the all-one vector with appropriate dimensions. A row-stochastic matrix is a nonnegative matrix with each row sum equal 1, and is simply called a stochastic matrix. A matrix is column-stochastic if its transpose is a row-stochastic matrix. A matrix is called doubly stochastic if it is both row-stochastic and column-stochastic. For any two real vectors x, y ∈ IR n , we write x ≥ y if x i ≥ y i for all i ∈ V and x > y if x i > y i for all i ∈ V. We use diag(x) to denote the diagonal matrix with the ith entry being x i . For a scalar a ∈ IR, let a denote the largest integer that is no larger than a.
II. THE MODEL
In this section, we provide a formulation of the continuous-time distributed self-appraisal model introduced in [19] .
Consider a network consisting of n > 1 individuals with the constraint that each individual can communicate only with certain other individuals called "neighbors". The neighbor relationships among the n individuals are described by a time-dependent, n-vertex, directed graph G(t) whose vertices correspond to individuals and whose arcs depict neighbor relationships. Specifically, we say that individual j is an outgoing neighbor of individual i at time t if there is an arc from vertex i to vertex j in G(t), and say that individual k is an incoming neighbor of individual i at time t if there is an arc from vertex k to vertex i in G(t). We use N in i (t) and N out i (t) to denote the sets of incoming and outgoing neighbors of individual i at time t, respectively. Each individual i has control over a real-valued quantity x i (t) which represents the self-appraisal of individual i. The self-appraisal x i (t) takes values in the interval [0, 1], which measures how confident individual i is on her opinions. The larger x i (t) is, the more confident is individual i. The continuous-time distributed self-appraisal model is as follows:
where c ji (t) is the relative inter-personal weight [4] that individual j assigns to her outgoing neighbor 1 i at time t which is a positive real number. The relative inter-personal weights satisfy the following condition:
(2)
Note that each c ij (t) in (2) is in the interval (0, 1], and can be set by individual i herself. Let c ij (t) = 0 for all pairs of i and j such that j / ∈ N out i (t). Then, condition (2) implies that n j=1 c ij (t) = 1 for all i ∈ V and time t, and thus each matrix C(t) = c ij (t) n×n is a stochastic matrix whose diagonal entries all equal zero. The matrix C(t) is called the relative interaction matrix [4] at time t.
At initial time t = 0, the self-appraisals are normalized so that they sum to one, i.e., i∈V x i (0) = 1. It will be shown that this initial condition guarantees that i∈V x i (t) = 1 for all time t > 0.
Remark 1: System (1) with a fixed relative interaction (i.e., c ji (t) ≡ c ji for all time t) was introduced and studied in [19] . The system can be viewed as a continuous-time version of the modified DeGroot-Friedkin model studied in [11] , [16] .
2 To help readers grasp the social meaning of the model (1) and understand the motivations, we give a brief interpretation of the model below. See [19] for detailed explanation.
We begin with the following continuous-time opinion dynamics:
where z i (t) is a real number representing the opinion of individual i on an issue of interest at time t. Note that system (3) is a continuous-time consensus process [20] with the dynamics of z i (t) scaled by the nonnegative factor (1 − x i (t)). Thus, (1 − x i (t)) can be viewed as a measure of the total amount of opinions individual i accepts from others at time t, and c ij (t)(1 − x i (t)) can be regarded as the corresponding portion individual i accepts from neighbor j, which is consistent with the social meaning of x i (t), i.e., x i (t) is the self-appraisal of individual i measuring how confident she is on her current opinion.
We now turn to the justification of the model (1). From (1), the dynamics of x i (t) is determined by two terms:
We consider the latter first. Recall that c ji (t)(1−x j (t)) measures the amount of opinion individual j accepts from neighbor i in the opinion dynamics (3) and x j (t) is the self-appraisal of individual j reflecting the importance of individual j in the network. Product c ji (t)(1 − x j (t))x j (t) can then be viewed as the measure of importance of individual i to individual j, and thus j∈N in
can be viewed as the measure of importance of individual i to the others in the network. We next consider the other term (1 − x i (t))x i (t). In view of condition (2) , it follows that
Thus, (1 − x i (t))x i (t) can be interpreted as the measure of importance of others to individual i.
From the preceding discussion, the model (1) is designed for each individual to calculate, in a distributed manner, the difference between her level of importance to others and others' level of importance to her. Note that any equilibrium state of system (1) is a state when the difference equals zero for each individual. Therefore, the distributed self-appraisal model (1) aims to drive all individuals' differences to zero.
To proceed, let x(t) = [x 1 (t), . . . , x n (t)] and X(t) = diag(x(t)). Then, system (1) can be written in the form of an n-dimensional state equation:
where W (t, x(t)) I−X(t)−C(t) (I−X(t)). Throughout the paper, we assume that C(t) is piecewise constant, i.e., there exists an infinite time sequence t 0 , t 1 , t 2 , . . . , with t 0 = 0 such that
Then, system (1) can be rewritten aṡ
or in a compact forṁ
for t ∈ [t k , t k+1 ). Let τ k t k+1 −t k . τ k is a positive number called dwell time. Remark 2: Since the matrix C(t) is stochastic, it can be verified that 1 W (t, x(t)) = 1 [I − X(t) − C(t) (I − X(t))] = 0. The fact that Δ n is positive invariant as will be proved in Lemma 5 later implies 1 − x i (t) ≥ 0, i ∈ V and thus it follows that W (t, x(t)) is a Laplacian matrix [21] for any t ≥ 0. It is worth noting that W (t, x(t)) is not necessarily a Laplacian matrix even if C(t) is doubly stochastic. The difference between system (4) and the continuous-time consensus algorithmẋ(t) = −L(t)x(t) is that W (t, x(t)) is a state-dependent Laplacian matrix, thus resulting in a nonlinear system, while the Laplacian matrix L(t) is often not state-dependent. The derived convergence results for the consensus system are typically based on assumptions on the elements of the Laplacian matrix such as −l ij (t) ∈ [α,ᾱ] ∪ {0}, for i = j and t ≥ 0, where α andᾱ are positive constants [20] , [22] . While system (4) involves a state-dependent matrix W (t, x(t)), so does (7) . Whether the condition that the boundedness of the nonzero off-diagonal elements of −W (t, x(t)) from below for all time t ≥ 0 is satisfied or not is unknown and is hard to check. Thus, those existing results of continuous-time consensus processes [20] , [22] cannot be applied here. Although there are some convergence results for opinion dynamics models with statedependent connectivity and for consensus systems with cutbalanced properties available in the literature [8] , [23] , we do not see a way to apply these results and their analysis to system (4). In this paper, we will resort to a different analysis technique to bound the extreme values of x i (t) so that the convergence rate can be characterized. The technique is partially inspired by the work of [24] , [25] as system (6) can be transformed to a form of equations that also appear in the analysis of consensus systems.
2 In this paper, we will look into the dynamic behavior of system (6) and analyze how the self-appraisals of individuals evolve with time-varying relative interaction matrices. We will focus our attention on the case when C(t) is doubly stochastic and establish an exponential convergence result for the state of system (6) .
III. MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we present the main result of the paper. The following assumptions will be considered in the following discussion on system (6) .
Assumption 1: Each C(t k ), k ≥ 0, is a doubly stochastic matrix with zero diagonal elements, and there exists a constant γ > 0 such that c ij (t k ) ≥ γ for all nonzero c ij (t k ).
Assumption 2: There exists an integer B ≥ 1 such that the union graph l+B−1 k=l G(t k ) is strongly connected for all nonnegative integers l ≥ 0.
Assumption 3: There exist two positive constantsτ D and τ D such thatτ D ≥ τ k ≥ τ D for all k ≥ 0.
Let
The function V (t) is a measure of the maximum difference between the self-appraisals of the individuals in the network. If V (t) → 0 as t goes to infinity, then the self-appraisals of the individuals all converge to a common value that is 1 n as will be shown. The main result of the paper is stated as follows.
Theorem 1: Suppose that n ≥ 3 and Assumptions 1, 2 and 3 hold. Then, (a) Δ n is a positive invariant set of system (6), i.e., for any initial condition
. , e n } and x(t 0 ) has m nonzero entries, m ≥ 2, then lim t→∞ x i (t) = 1 n for all i ∈ V, and the convergence is exponentially fast with a rate given by
with l(t (n−m)B ) = min i∈V {x i (t (n−m)B )} > 0. Remark 3: The intuition for the convergence of system (6) to a democratic state 1 n 1 is that the relative interaction matrix C(t k ) has a common left eigenvector 1 for all k ≥ 0 under Assumption 1. However it is not straightforward to derive the conclusion established in Theorem 1. For the case when C(t) ≡ C is fixed for all t ≥ t 0 and is stochastic, but not necessarily doubly stochastic, the analysis of system (1) is still open. Note that not all doubly stochastic matrices satisfy the no "dominant neighbor" assumption in [19] , and hence the result in [19] does not subsume the conclusion that system (6) converges for all fixed doubly stochastic relative interaction matrices. In addition, we provide an explicit expression for the exponential convergence rate of system (6) , whereas only asymptotic convergence was proved in [19] .
2 Remark 4: Note that if Assumption 1 does not hold, then system (6) may not converge, and even if it converges, the self-appraisal of each individual may not converge to the identical value 1 n . As individuals may have different influences in a network, it is likely that the self-appraisals of individuals may take nonidentical values finally. For a fixed stochastic relative interaction matrix, C(t) ≡ C, not necessarily doubly stochastic, the convergence of system (6) to a non-democratic state has been obtained with some restriction on C, though a complete analysis on the system is lacking [19] . 2
IV. ANALYSIS
We begin with some preliminaries. The upper Dini derivative of a continuous function V (t, x(t)) : IR×IR m → IR with respect to t is defined as
The next result is useful for the calculation of Dini derivatives of a function [26] .
The next lemma proven in [16] will be very useful in the discussion to follow.
We first identify below the equilibria of system (6). Lemma 3: e i is an equilibrium of system (6) for each i ∈ V. In addition, if Assumption 1 holds, then 1 n 1 is also an equilibrium of system (6) .
Proof: Note that (I − diag(e i ))e i = e i − e i = 0. It follows that −(I − diag(e i ))e i + C(t) (I − diag(e i ))e i = 0. Therefore, e i is an equilibrium of system (6) for each i ∈ V . If Assumption 1 holds, then
where the last equality makes use of the assumption that C(t k ) 1 = 1 for all t k ≥ t 0 .
To show that Δ n is a positive invariant set of system (6), we need the following basic property of system (1), which can be proved directly by calculating 1 ẋ(t).
Lemma 4: For system (1), 1
We are now in a position to prove item (a) in Theorem 1 along with some important properties of the functions l(t) and h(t).
Lemma 5: Suppose that Assumption 1 holds. Then, Δ n is a positive invariant set of system (6) . In addition, for the initial condition x(t 0 ) ∈ Δ n , l(t) is a nondecreasing function and h(t) is a nonincreasing function.
Proof:
First consider the case when h(t * ) = 1. Then, one knows that there is only one element, say i, lies in I 1 (t * ), and hence x i (t * ) = 1 and x j (t * ) = 0 for j ∈ V\I 1 (t * ). By Lemma 1,
Next assume that l(t * ) = 0. Since Assumption 1 holds, n j=1 c ji (t) = 1 for all i and t ≥ t 0 . The vector x(t * ) satisfies that x(t * ) ≥ 0 and n j=1 x j (t * ) = 1. For each i ∈ V, it follows from Lemma 2 that there exists a constant v i (t * ) ∈ min
Then, for each i ∈ I 2 (t * ),ẋ i (t) at t = t * is given by
and
it follows thatẋ i (t * ) ≥ 0. In view of Lemma 2,
Then, (11) and (13) imply that for all t ≥ t 0 , 0 ≤ l(t) ≤ h(t) ≤ 1. Combining with Lemma 4, Δ n is a positive invariant set. We next show that h(t) is a nondecreasing function. For each i ∈ I 1 (t) and t ∈ [t k , t k+1 ),
where
Since
and hence h(t) is nonincreasing. The conclusion that l(t) is a nondecreasing function can be proved in a similar way.
The previous lemma has shown that Δ n is positive invariant. The next result says that as long as the initial state x(t 0 ) is not a vertex of Δ n , the system state will enter into the interior of the simplex Δ n in finite time.
Lemma 6: Assume that Assumptions 1, 2, and 3 hold. Suppose that x(t 0 ) ∈ Δ n \{e 1 , . . . , e n } and has m nonzero entries. Then, x(t) > 0, for t ≥ t (n−m)B .
The proof of Lemma 6 is not included in this paper due to space limitation and can be found in an online expanded version of this paper [27] .
The next lemma is a key result that characterizes the decrease of V (t) over some time interval by checking the evolution of h(t) and providing an explicit upper bound for h(t), whose proof is not included in this paper due to space limitation and can be found in [27] .
Lemma 7: Suppose n ≥ 3. Assume that Assumptions 1, 2, and 3 hold. If x(t k0 ) > 0 and x(t k0 ) ∈ Δ n for some integer k 0 ≥ 0, then the following inequality holds:
where α and μ are as given in (9) with l(t (n−m)B ) replaced by l(t k0 ).
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1: (a) It has been proved in Lemma 5. (b) In view of Lemma 6, x(t (n−m)B ) > 0 and hence l(t (n−m)B ) > 0. For t ≥ t 0 , let s be the integer such that t s ≤ t < t s+1 . Then, from Assumption 3, t s+1 ≤τ D (s + 1),
For t ≥ t (n−m)B , in view of Lemma 7, one has
Since s ≥ t τ D − 1, we have that
It then follows that
This completes the proof.
V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section, we provide numerical examples to verify the results derived in Section III. Let 
for all integers k ≥ 0. Then, t k − t k−1 = τ = 0.4, k ≥ 0. C 1 is irreducible while C 2 is not. Assumption 2 is satisfied for B = 2. Since C 1 and C 2 are both doubly stochastic, one knows that system (6) will converge to 1 4 1 by Theorem 1. For a random initial condition in Δ 4 \{e 1 , . . . , e n }, the system state converges to 1 4 1 as shown in Fig. 1 . Next consider the same switching signal (18) with a different C 2 given below: 
Note that C 2 in (19) is not doubly stochastic. For system (6) with a fixed C(t) ≡ C 2 in (19), the state will converge to [0.0917, 0.211, 0.486, 0.211] . However, when C(t) takes the form of (18) with C 2 in (19), the system state does not converge as shown in Fig. 2 . This verifies the discussion in Remark 4 that if Assumption 1 does not hold, then system (6) may not converge. Note that when Assumption 1 holds, 1 n 1 is a common left eigenvector of the eigenvalue 1 of every doubly stochastic matrix C(t k ), k ≥ 0. This motivates us to conjecture that if C(t k ), k ≥ 0, have a common left eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue 1, then the state of system (6) converges under Assumption 2 and Assumption 3. 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the continuous-time self-appraisal model introduced in [19] with a time-varying relative interaction matrix has been studied. It has been shown that the selfappraisals of the n individuals in a network will all reach 1 n exponentially fast if the time-varying relative interaction matrix is piece-wise constant and doubly stochastic. An explicit expression for the convergence rate has been established. We are interested in further looking into the self-appraisal model with general relative interaction matrices which are row-stochastic, but not necessarily doubly stochastic.
